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Are you a landlord and confused about your responsibilities
towards fire safety?
The law and regulations can often seem
complicated and grey. With the right advice and
guidance your property and your tenants can stay
safe, whilst you meet any obligations that you
have under the law.
If you are considering the purchase of a property
to rent out in the future, then please take into
account the following advice and guidance.
Remember, good landlords usually attract
good tenants.
Simply ignoring fire safety is not going to save
you money. It’s a false economy and has the
potential to cost lives not just profit.
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Who manages and enforces fire safety? Is it the fire service?
It is important to remember that different authorities normally take the lead in inspection and
enforcement with different types of property.
Local Housing Authority:

Fire and Rescue Authority:

•

single dwellings including a shared home
where a fire risk assessment is not required

•

•

all Houses in Multiple Occupancy (HMOs)
whether or not it’s subject to selective or
additional licencing

premises with mixed commercial and
associated residential accommodation
and sheltered housing

•

hotels, B&Bs and hostels

•

self-contained flats whether purpose built
or converted.

•

all multiple-occupied accommodation that is
owned and managed by the Local Housing
Authority.
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I own property and rent it out. Do certain laws apply
to me as a landlord?
Very simply – yes. As a landlord you have responsibilities under different sets of legislation
depending on the type of property and tenants that you serve.
The pieces of legislation that are likely to apply
to you are both the Housing Act 2004 and the
Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order (2005).

•

gas appliances must be checked by a
registered Gas Safe engineer every year

•

electrical appliances must carry the British
Safety Standard sign

If a landlord of a property rents it out in its entirety
to a ‘single household’ (for example this could
•
be described as a single person, a couple or
a family) whether it’s a flat or a house, the
landlord must carry out the following by law
as a minimum:
•

•
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you must ensure furnishings you provide
in your property are fire resistant and meet
safety regulations
you must produce safety certificates to your
residents, so they can see that gas and
electrical appliances have been checked.

Landlords will be required by law to install
working smoke and carbon monoxide alarms in
their properties, under measures announced by
Housing Minister Brandon Lewis on 11 March
2015.

programme.

The move will help prevent up to 26 deaths and
670 injuries a year. The measure is expected to
take effect from October 2015, and comes with
strong support after a consultation on property
condition in the private rented sector.

under the 2004 Housing Act, a landlord must
ensure there are adequate escape routes in
the property.
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Does it matter if the type of property or the amount of people living
in it varies?

I am considering sharing my current home with another person for
example a lodger in my spare room. How does the law apply to me?

Yes. Risk in a household could be complex and many different aspects and scenarios create
different levels of risk.

It’s fairly straight forward if you keep it simple.
For example if you as a family unit (couple, family
or single person) have one spare room and you
choose to rent it out and the lodger resides there
as a registered address with mail etc, they share
all of your facilities and to all intents and purposes
live with you as a part of your family, your property
will still be treated as ‘domestic premises’ in the
conventional way.

Added to this can be complexities such as using
a property for a purpose other than its original
design (for example, a large house that has been
let out to multiple tenants).
This is often the case when property owners
wish to raise revenue or run a business from
the supply of accommodation. For example,
a conventional three bedroom domestic home
with just one family, living and carrying out their
own daily routines is likely to give rise to one set
of risks.
If the same three bedroom house now had three
different tenant groups living in it, but sharing all
the cooking facilities, they could present a higher
risk. For example there could be the potential
for different standards of house-keeping, and
increase the risk of a fire in the kitchen.
www.dsfire.gov.uk

No fire safety legislation will apply to your home in
this instance.
However we would still recommend that
you consider good general home fire safety
precautions and practices. These should include
installing smoke detectors on each floor and
considering the installation of carbon monoxide
alarms where necessary.
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I would like to let out a couple of spare rooms in my house, or all of
the bedrooms in a property to some contractors who are working
locally to help me with my expenses. How does the law apply to me?
If you provide accommodation for more than one
registered longer term lodger then you are likely
to be viewed as providing accommodation on a
shared house basis, a bedsit or even as a House
in Multiple Occupancy (HMO). There are a
different set of expectations and responsibilities
and fire safety legislation will definitely apply to
your premises.

If I considered offering bed and breakfast from the spare rooms
in my home, what fire safety regulations apply?
This will depend on the size, number of rooms
and considerations for the layout, travel distances
to exits etc.
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How does the law apply to rented flats?

What is a ‘HMO’ or ‘House in Multiple Occupancy’?

Flats come in different layouts and as you can
imagine have different risks. Is it a converted
domestic premises or a purpose built flat?
Conversions should always be carried out
in accordance with consent and regulations
governed by Local Authority Building Control
teams. Landlords that own a group of flats
within a block for example are likely to have
greater responsibilities than the owner of a
single flat will have.

A House in Multiple Occupancy (HMO) is defined
as a dwelling that is occupied by three or more
people that do not live as a ‘single occupancy’
unit (a single person, a couple or a family). They
will be sharing certain facilities such as toilets,
bathrooms and kitchens.

Remember although this does not include smoke
or carbon monoxide alarms, they are essential to
raise the alarm for a tenant in the event of a fire
and we always recommend they are fitted.

The responsibility for the means of escape,
staircase and common areas like landings and
hallways in blocks of flats, come under the
control of the ‘responsible person’. This can be
a bit more complicated depending on whether
the landlord holds the freehold, has a lease or if
In general terms, if the flat is occupied by one
it’s run by a building management company or
single unit (a family, a couple or an individual)
agent. A call to a fire safety professional could
then the landlord has to comply with the standard help with this.
five obligations as mentioned in the question
Staircases and all means of escape should
‘I own property and rent it out. Do certain laws
always be kept clear from obstructions and
apply to me as a landlord?’ on page 4.
trip hazards.
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When determining whether a group of occupants
form a ‘single occupancy’ household or a ‘HMO’
an enforcing authority will assess a number of
areas. For example tenancy agreements, use of
communal areas, relationship between residents,
locks on bedroom doors, etc. HMOs could
comprise of a variety of possibilities e.g. single
people, or various couples living as partners from
different rooms.

Room 1
Room 2
Room 3
Room 4
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Common examples of HMOs could be:

How many smoke alarms do I need?

•

A rented four bedroom house where two
or more contractors share facilities. The
bedrooms may or may not have locks on the
doors but they all share the kitchen, bathroom
and lounge.

•

Another example could be an owner of a four
bedroom house who still lives at the property,
but rents out the three remaining bedrooms
to long term contractors who all still share the
same kitchen and bathroom etc.

In a normal domestic ‘single occupancy’ situation,
we would recommend a working smoke alarm
on each level of the house fitted in accordance
with the manufacturer’s instructions. Building
regulations in new builds and some conversions
or extensions may have taken this into account
and been implemented. Advice should always be
sought if you have any doubts.

Consulting a fire safety professional would be
appropriate.

.emmargorp

If however the property was classed as a HMO,
there will need to be an interlinked mains electric
system. You will need an alarm in each of the
resident’s rooms as well as on the individual floor
levels.
There are so many variables in the types of and
the sizes of rented accommodation, that it’s almost
impossible to have a short quick answer. Consulting
a fire safety professional would be appropriate.

www.dsfire.gov.uk
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Are there different types of smoke alarms?
Yes. There are several types of smoke alarms and forms of detection.
Here are some examples:
•

one year battery domestic type smoke
detectors

•

ten year sealed long life battery domestic
smoke detectors

•

wireless interlinked battery smoke detectors

•

mains electric with battery back-up smoke
detectors (often interlinked)

•

fully interlinked mains smoke detectors with a
zoned alarm control panel.

There are many possibilities and configurations
available depending on the risks and
accommodation types. In some cases a fire
alarm engineer or a fire safety professional
should be consulted.

Do all smoke detectors work the same way? I have had alarms and
detectors that keep going off when I cook or use the shower. It puts
people off and they often take the batteries out.
This is because they have been sited incorrectly or they have the wrong type of detection
method. There are two common types of smoke detector / alarm.
•

Ionisation smoke detectors – these are
effectively more sensitive and pick up on the
smallest amount of smoke or smell. These
are good for early detection, but if sited near
a kitchen could often cause nuisance false
alarms due to cooking smells.

•

Optical smoke detectors – these are
effectively triggered by smoke passing by and
breaking a tiny beam of light in the detector
itself. These require more smoke than
ionisation alarms but are less likely to activate
because of a small amount of cooking fumes
or smells. They may however trigger a
nuisance alarm if sited near to a bathroom.
Steam could trick the alarm into thinking it is
smoke by breaking the optical beam.

Kitchens are best served by a heat detector
rather than a smoke alarm/detector.

www.dsfire.gov.uk
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What is a heat detector?
Heat detectors respond to changes in
temperature, rather than smoke. They
can be triggered in two different ways:
1. If the ambient temperature rises above
a predetermined threshold due to a fire
occurring.
2. If there is an unusual rate of rise in
temperature (typically when the temperature
rise exceeds a certain °C change in a minute).
These are far better suited for use in kitchens
and will avoid unnecessary false alarms.

www.dsfire.gov.uk

What is a carbon monoxide alarm and are they the same
as a smoke alarm?
Smoke alarms and carbon monoxide
alarms are two completely different
types of detection. Smoke alarms
detect smoke and burning particles
to raise the alarm.
Carbon monoxide alarms detect carbon
monoxide gas. This is different to household
mains natural gas or bottled gas.
Carbon monoxide is invisible, odourless, toxic
and explosive at high levels. Carbon monoxide
(CO) is the most common form of household
poison. Carbon monoxide poisoning can be fatal
or cause permanent damage to your health.
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Are carbon monoxide alarms just for gas appliances?
No. carbon monoxide is naturally produced
by any burning fuel.
All gas appliances are designed to burn efficiently
and safely. In the case of fires or boilers, they
would direct the carbon monoxide gases away
via flues etc. In the case of an oven or a hob, the
gas should burn efficiently enough to not produce
dangerous levels of carbon monoxide.
Log burners, multi fuel stoves, Rayburns, Agas,
and open fires produce carbon monoxide when
in use. This is normal and only a risk when
fitted incorrectly, poorly maintained or used
inappropriately. Blocked or un-swept chimneys
and flues could prevent the carbon monoxide
escaping safely and instead returning or staying
in the room.
All gas powered appliances (both natural and
bottled) should be serviced and checked by a
‘Gas Safe’ qualified engineer on an annual basis.
www.dsfire.gov.uk

Chimneys and flues to solid fuel fires and
appliances should be swept on a regular basis.
Frequency will vary depending on the type of fuel
being burnt.

Carbon monoxide detectors should be
fitted in accordance with manufacturers’
instructions on each level of the home that
has gas or solid fuel appliances.

Other contributors that can cause carbon
monoxide poisoning include:
•

indoor use of a barbecue grill or outdoor heater

•

using cooking appliances for heating purposes

•

enclosed or unventilated spaces - burning fuel
in an enclosed or unventilated space, where
there are no air vents, windows or doors left
open or ajar

•

badly ventilated rooms - sealed windows,
no air bricks

•

running engines such as cars or lawnmowers
in garages
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Sprinkler systems are expensive and just for big commercial buildings
aren’t they?

Is it true that sprinkler systems can be triggered by burning the toast
and flood the entire house?

No. There are instances in the commercial world where sprinklers are required by law or as
enhanced protection.

Definitely not, this is a myth.

New technology and improvements have now
meant that domestic versions are available and
relatively simple to install by approved installers.
If you had purchased a property to develop
and have the need to carry out building and
renovation work before renting out, consider if
this would be an ideal time to look at the various
options available.
They can also be fitted retrospectively to existing
homes and roughly equivalent in cost to a mains
electric wired fire warning and detection system.

www.dsfire.gov.uk

Sprinklers are designed in principle to react in the
same way as a heat detector. Sprinklers come in
a variety of predetermined temperature settings.
They only activate in the room or rooms that
reach those high temperatures associated with
a fire. This means that domestic central heating,
portable heating devices, domestic cookers and
ovens operating under normal conditions will
never give rise to a sprinkler actuation. The rest
of the sprinklers around the home would not
normally activate unless the fire spreads and
develops beyond the capability of the original
sprinkler head.
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What about B&Bs, guest houses and hotels? Do they come under
different laws or regulations?
In reality B&Bs, guest houses and hotels come
in all sorts of sizes. The levels of guests can
vary between very small numbers and those that
cater for hundreds of guests. They will all have to
comply with fire safety legislation, but the levels
of protection, type of detection and means of
escape will vary quite dramatically from one end
of the scale to the other. Consulting with a fire
safety professional and in some cases your local
fire service business protection team will give you
guidance on how you should progress your fire
safety questions.

Further advice
The following websites have a lot of useful links, leaflets and further information.
www.dsfire.gov.uk - follow links to ‘Your Safety’ ‘Safety at work & other places’
https://www.gov.uk - follow links to ‘Housing and local services’
http://www.cieh.org - ‘Publications and information services’ Housing fire safety guide
http://www.bafsa.org.uk - Information on sprinklers

HOTEL
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For a free Home Fire Safety Check

Contact us
0800 05 02 999
firekills@dsfire.gov.uk
www.dsfire.gov.uk
To request any information in this document in an alternative format or
language please call 0800 05 02 999 or email firekills@dsfire.gov.uk
www.dsfire.gov.uk
www.dsfire.gov.uk
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